2019 Anti-Idling Campaign, The Wyckoff Environmental Commission, Green Team (WEC/GT) and Wyckoff Public Schools are partnering in our Anti-Idling Education and Awareness Campaign. All parents, students and school staff are encouraged to join the campaign to improve air quality and create a healthier environment for everyone in Wyckoff.

Each morning during the campaign week, Anti-Idling facts will be shared on the “Morning Announcements.”

Here’s a friendly competitive challenge: Each school is invited to take our Anti-Idling PLEDGE, be the school that has the highest response rate and your school will be named Wyckoff’s Green Anti-idling LEAD School for 2019.

Idling is totally preventable—it all depends on you!

It’s the law... Did you know Idling for more than 3 minutes in N.J. is illegal! [LINK HERE] to the Wyckoff Police Department FB page to learn more.

Check out the WEC/WGT [WebPAGE HERE] to learn more about Anti-Idling and how you can help make Wyckoff a safer and cleaner place for all to breath.